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Lizzie Buckmaster Dove
PAPER ARTIST

A new international art exhibition starring
Australian artist Lizzie Buckmaster Dove
showcases the exquisite possibilities of paper.

Lizzy with her
daughter Dusty,
now 15 months old.

Text by Elizabeth Wilson. Photograph by Luc Remond.
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fter the birth of her third child, Lizzie
Buckmaster Dove realised her art
practice would need to be bound by the
gentle rhythms of being at home with her
newborn daughter Dusty.
At home in the coastal village of Coledale,
an hour south of Sydney, Lizzie found
stimulus in everyday objects. A fascination
with the phases of the moon sparked an
idea: she would photograph ‘round things’
every day for the first year of Dusty’s life.
First, Lizzie focused on things inside the
home. A plughole, an apple in the fruit bowl,
sunglasses, even Dusty’s little ear became
subjects. Outside, she photographed rocks,
numbers on letterboxes and street signs:
“Anything in the shape of a circle that could
be silhouetted on paper,” says Lizzie. “They
weren’t all perfectly round. Some were
ovoid, some were slivers.”
With a group exhibition looming, Lizzie
selected her favourite circles, then
abstracted and hand-embroidered them
on paper swatch cards. “I didn’t necessarily
want the shapes to be recognisable. In
fact, it’s lovelier if they’re not,” she says.
The result of this project are two
whimsical works – Year of Moons, Study
i and Year of Moons, Study ii – both of which
are included in an upcoming exhibition of
international paper artists, Here Today
Gone Tomorrow: Life’s Fragile Nature, at
Sydney’s NG Art Gallery. A Month of Moons,
a mesmerising work made from 270 handcut swatches formed into a circle, is also
featured in the exhibition. These pieces are
a departure for Lizzie, who is best known
for her intricate works cut through the
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‘I love paper and assemblage, but I want to explore new
ideas through drawing, painting and other media.’
www.houseandgarden.com.au
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< pages of books and arrangements of
delicate paper cubes under glass domes.
“I love paper and assemblage, but I want
to explore new ideas through drawing,
painting and other media,” she says.
“These embroidered circles are still
working with paper, just in a different way.
They say a lot about my first 12 months
with Dusty and in that way, they’re very
intimate works.”
Director of the NG Art Gallery, Nicky
Ginsberg, describes Lizzie’s embroideries
on paper as “extraordinary”. “Lizzie
attracts a lot of attention because she has
a beautiful way of looking at the world and
people respond to that.”
In Here Today Gone Tomorrow: Life’s
Fragile Nature, Nicky has brought together
paper artists from around the world –
Australians Benja Harney, Jackie Cavallaro
and, of course, Lizzie, plus renowned
paper sculptors from the US, UK, Japan,
the Netherlands, China and Canada. “Their
works are incredibly diverse – some are
simple and organic, others extraordinarily
complex,” says Nicky. “I’ve never been so
excited about an exhibition.”		
>
Here Today Gone Tomorrow: Life’s
Fragile Nature is on at NG Art Gallery,
3 Little Queen St, Chippendale, NSW,
March 20 until April 7. Call (02) 9318
2992 or go to www.ngart.com.au.
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT
Year of Moons, Study ii
by Lizzie Buckmaster Dove
(Australia). There is Beauty
Here by Claire Brewster
(UK). Trees by Helen
Musselwhite. Australia
(Vents) by Shannon Rankin
(US). Beauties Woodland
Cottage by Helen
Musselwhite (UK).

